It gives me utmost pleasure today as I pen down my gratitude for Goldchip. A doctor by profession, engrossed in our daily chores of caring for the well being of our patients; hardly do we think of the health of the institution which is our instrument for healthcare. As a medical professional we hardly realize that the lifecycle of a hospital is less than the active life of a doctor. And hence the necessity to be able to pass on this legacy to the next generation of healthcare professionals. Pondering on how the same could be done we read about Goldchip SMEs networks and its director Mr. Aashish Kakaria. On approaching them we met the director, a simple, modest, down to earth personality but a serious professional: Mr. Aashish Kakaria.

Little did we know during our first discussion with him that multiple avenues and opportunities were waiting for my company Tejnaksh Ltd. The people at Goldchip explained to us the multiple advantages of getting listed. They were tireless, always ready to help us out with all our anxieties and problems. For a company like Tejnaksh, it was a major decision in the making. But coaxed by Goldchip's efficiency, proficiency and safe hands we sailed smoothly into the ocean of listed companies of the stock market.

"A small company from a small town, now has world-wide visibility"

Tejnaksh Healthcare a Goldchip member and A+ SME founded by a hardworking and enterprising Urologist Dr. Ashish Rawandale Patil took the leap of faith with Goldchip and became the 117th company to get listed on the BSE SME platform.


Tejnaksh Healthcare Limited IPO was oversubscribed 1.4 times, contrary to the belief that the public does not show much interest in the SME sector. The market capitalisation of Tejnaksh is Rs.9.00 crore post listing. A small company from a small town now has a worldwide visibility, its own currency and is looking aggressively for growth. When grounded Companies like Tejnaksh get the right guidance they open doors to a world-wide visibility, its own currency and is looking aggressively for growth. When grounded Companies like Tejnaksh get the right guidance they open doors to a

Goldchip leads Tejnaksh to Mekanna’s Gold

MD Tejnaksh Healthcare

Dr Ashish Rawandale-Patil

It gives me immense pleasure to pen down this first News Letter of Goldchip to all its members and associates. It’s been almost two years since we embarked on our journey to become the solutions partner of SMEs for their next level of growth. A vision to create a common platform, a trusted network for the A+ rated SMEs to do business and derive the benefits of economies of scale is finally taking form. A Goldchip A+ member is assurance of high integrity.

To strengthen capital structures and to decrease dependence on borrowing is a long-standing need of the SMEs. In the past two years Goldchip has helped a lot of its members to avail funds at a far better pricing.

Helping list Tejnaksh Healthcare Limited on the SME Exchange of the Bombay Stock Exchange is a big leap, we are very proud to announce. Goldchip has been a partner in journey with Tejnaksh right from its getting converted to a Limited Company to listing and even post listing. I would like to personally thank Dr. Ashish Rawandale again for showing faith in us. There are at least a dozen members of Goldchip SMEs network who will be walking the road paved by Tejnaksh and getting listed on the SME Exchange in the near future. This would be an opportunity for all our members to invest in the growth of fellow members and truly create a sustained network of growth.

This means so much to us...

Aashish Kakaria

CEO

Tejnaksh - A Success Story
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Tejnaksh – A Success Story (contd.)

new world of opportunities and wealth creation for not only themselves but all the stakeholders involved.

Goldchip leads Tejnaksh to Mekanna’s Gold (contd.)

called all our anxieties and problems. For a company like Tejnaksh, it was a major decision in the making. But coaxed by Goldchip’s efficiency, proficiency and safe hands we sailed smoothly into the ocean of listed companies of the stock market. Little did we know that Goldchip was leading our company to Mekanna’s Gold. Today as a director of a listed company when I sit down and think what my company can do, the sky appears to be the limit. Goldchip has a dense network of SMEs within its folds, which has opened up symbiotic beneficial avenues for Tejnaksh. With the robust and able guidance of Goldchip I now am seeing Tejnaksh grow to 3 healthcare centers with many innovative projects in the pipeline. I would rather say that Mr. Aashish and his company is not a Goldchip but a Gold nugget for its clients. Rest assured of the progress, once you hop on to the bus of Goldchip Smes network, I would say it is the right choice, if you have an ambitious YOU within.

This means so much to us... (contd.)

a sustained network of growth for all.

I would urge you to communicate with us on a regular basis so that we can understand your concerns and serve you better.

While being with us don’t forget to leverage the services of our empanelled consultants.

I would like to congratulate the staff of Goldchip for making us reach these small milestones and also thank my fellow Director Mr. Shriram Deshpande for constantly encouraging us to pursue our dreams.

I wish growth of unlimiting potential for all our associates. I seek your ongoing support for the same.

In News

SIDBI and government of Maharashtra has announced 200cr fund for funding the SMEs to get listed.

Budget 2016: Higher tax exemption limit to encourage small businesses to expand.

The MSME market gaining attention: Framework for Revival and Rehabilitation of MSMEs
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The vision of Goldchip is to create wealth for all the stakeholders of our member companies.